When collecting large neuroimaging data associated with psychiatric disorders, images 39 must be acquired from multiple sites because of the limited capacity of a single site. 40
different subpopulations. In this situation, sampling bias occurs because of sampling from 142 subpopulations with different characteristics. For example, assume multiple sites plan to 143 collect data from the same population of patients with major depressive disorder. 144
Subtypes of major depressive disorder exist within the population such as atypical 145 depression and melancholic depression [21, 22] ; therefore, one subpopulation may 146 contain a large proportion of patients with atypical depression, whereas another 147 subpopulation may contain a large proportion of patients with melancholic depression. 148
Therefore, in some instances, atypical depression may be more frequent among patients 149 at site A, whereas melancholic depression may be more frequent among patients at site 150 B. The basic protocol for collecting large-scale datasets differ between these two 151 hypotheses; thus, it is necessary to determine the hypothesis that most appropriately 152 reflects the characteristics of the SRPBS dataset. In the former situation, one would 153 simply need to collect data from a large number of subjects, even with a small number of 154 sites. In the latter situation, a larger number of sites would be required to obtain truly 155 representative data. 156
To overcome these limitations associated with site differences, we developed a 157 novel harmonization method that enabled us to subtract only the measurement bias by 158 using a traveling-subject dataset. We investigated that how much our proposed method 159 could reduce the measurement bias and could improve the signal to noise ratio. We 160 compared its performance to those of other commonly used harmonization methods. All 161 data utilized in this study can be downloaded publicly from the DecNef Project Brain 162 Data Repository at https://bicr-resource.atr.jp/decnefpro/. 163
164
Results 165
Datasets 166
We used two rs-fMRI datasets: the (1) SRPBS multi-disorder dataset, (2) a traveling-167 subject dataset. 168 169 SRPBS multi-disorder dataset 170
This dataset included patients with five different disorders and healthy controls (HCs) 171 who were examined at nine sites belonging to eight research institutions. A total of 805 172 participants were included: 482 HCs from nine sites, 161 patients with major depressive disorder (MDD) from five sites, 49 patients with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) from 174 one site, 65 patients with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) from one site, and 48 175 patients with schizophrenia (SCZ) from three sites (Supplementary Table 1 ). The rs-fMRI 176 data were acquired using a unified imaging protocol at all but three sites ( Supplementary  177   Table 2 ; http://www.cns.atr.jp/rs-fmri-protocol-2/). Site differences in this dataset 178 included both measurement and sampling biases (Fig. 1a ). For bias estimation, we only 179 used data obtained using the unified protocol. (Patients with OCD were not scanned using 180 this unified protocol; therefore, the disorder factor could not be estimated for OCD.) 181 182 Traveling-subject dataset 183
We acquired a traveling-subject dataset to estimate measurement bias across sites in the 184 SRPBS dataset. Nine healthy participants (all men; age range: 24-32 years; mean age: 185 27±2.6 years) were scanned at each of 12 sites, which included the nine sites in the SRPBS 186 dataset, and produced a total of 411 scan sessions (see "Participants" in the Methods 187 section). Although we had attempted to acquire this dataset using the same imaging 188 protocol as that in the SRPBS multi-disorder dataset, there were some differences in the 189 imaging protocol across sites because of limitations in parameter settings or the scanning 190 conventions of each site ( Supplementary Table 3 ). There were two phase-encoding 191 directions (P→A and A→P), three MRI manufacturers (Siemens, GE, and Philips), four 192 numbers of coil channels (8, 12, 24, and 32) , and seven scanner types (TimTrio, Verio, 193 Skyra, Spectra, MR750W, SignaHDxt, and Achieva). Site differences in this dataset 194 included measurement bias only as the same nine participants were scanned across the 12 195 sites ( Fig. 1b) . 
Bias estimation 257
To quantitatively investigate the site differences in the rs-fcMRI data, we identified 258 measurement biases, sampling biases, and disorder factors. We defined measurement bias for 259 each site as a deviation of the correlation value for each functional connection from its average 260 across all sites. We assumed that the sampling biases of the HCs and patients with psychiatric 261 disorders differed from one another. Therefore, we calculated the sampling biases for each site 262 separately for HCs and patients with each disorder. Disorder factors were defined as deviations 263 from the HC values. Sampling biases were estimated for patients with MDD and SCZ because 264 only these patients were sampled at multiple sites. Disorder factors were estimated for MDD, 265 SCZ, and ASD because patients with OCD were not scanned using the unified protocol. 266
It is difficult to separate site differences into measurement bias and sampling bias 267 using only the SRPBS multi-disorder dataset because the two types of bias covaried across 268 sites. Different samples (i.e., participants) were scanned using different parameters (i.e., 269 scanners and imaging protocols). In contrast, the traveling-subject dataset included only 270 measurement bias because the participants were fixed. By combining the traveling-subject 271 dataset with the SRPBS multi-disorder dataset, we simultaneously estimated measurement bias 272 and sampling bias as different factors affected by different sites. We utilized a linear mixed-273 effects model to assess the effects of both types of bias and disorder factors on functional 274 connectivity, as follows. 275
276
Linear mixed-effects model for the SRPBS multi-disorder dataset 277
In this model, the connectivity values of each participant in the SRPBS multi-disorder dataset 278 were composed of fixed and random effects. Fixed effects included the sum of the average 279 correlation values across all participants and all sites at baseline, the measurement bias, the 280 sampling bias, and the disorder factors. The combined effect of participant factors (i.e., 281 individual difference) and scan-to-scan variations was regarded as the random effect (see 282 "Estimation of biases and factors" in the Methods section). 283
284
Linear mixed-effects model for the traveling-subject dataset 285
In this model, the connectivity values of each participant for a specific scan in the traveling-286 subject dataset were composed of fixed and random effects. Fixed effects included the sum of 287 the average correlation values across all participants and all sites, participant factors, and 288 measurement bias. Scan-to-scan variation was regarded as the random effect. For each 289 participant, we defined the participant factor as the deviation of connectivity values from the 290 average across all participants. 291
We estimated all biases and factors by simultaneously fitting the aforementioned two 292 regression models to the functional connectivity values of the two different datasets. For this 293 regression analysis, we used data from participants scanned using a unified imaging protocol 294 in the SRPBS multi-disorder dataset and from all participants in the traveling-subject dataset. 295
In summary, each bias or each factor was estimated as a vector that included a dimension 296 reflecting the number of connectivity values (i.e., 35,778) . Vectors included in our further 297 analyses are those for measurement bias at 12 sites, sampling bias of HCs at six sites, sampling 298 bias for patients with MDD at three sites, sampling bias for patients with SCZ at three sites, 299 participant factors of nine traveling-subjects, and disorder factors for MDD, SCZ, and ASD. 300 301
Quantification of site differences 302
To quantitatively evaluate the effect of measurement and sampling biases on functional 303 connectivity, we compared the magnitudes of both types of bias with the magnitudes of 304 psychiatric disorders and participant factors. For this purpose, we investigated the magnitude 305 distribution of both biases, as well as the effects of psychiatric disorders and participant factors 306 on functional connectivity overall 35,778 elements in a 35,778-dimensional vector to see how 307 many functional connectivities were largely affected ( Fig. 3a : the x-axis shows the magnitude 308 as Fisher's z-transformed Pearson's correlation coefficients, while the y-axis shows the density 309 of the number of connectivities). Figure 3b shows the same data, except the y-axis represents 310 the log-transformed number of connectivities for better visualization of small values. These 311 distributions show that, on average, connectivity was unaffected by either type of bias or by 312 each factor because the averages of each distribution were nearly 0. However, there were 313 significant differences among biases and factors for larger magnitudes near the tails of their 314 distributions. For example, the number of connectivities, which was largely affected (i.e., a 315 magnitude larger than 0.2), was more than 100 for the participant factor, approximately 100 316 for measurement bias, and nearly 0 for all sampling biases, as well as all disorder factors. 317
To quantitatively summarize the effect of each factor, we calculated the first, second, 318
and third statistical moments of each histogram (Fig. 3c ). Based on the mean values and the 319 cube roots of the third moments, all distributions could be approximated as bilaterally 320 symmetric with a mean of zero. Thus, distributions with larger squared roots of the second 321 moments (standard deviations) affect more connectivities with larger effect sizes. The value 322 of the standard deviation was largest for the participant factor (0.0662), followed by these 323 values for the measurement bias (0.0411), the SCZ factor (0.0377), the MDD factor (0.0328), 324 the ASD factor (0.0297), the sampling bias for HCs (0.0267), sampling bias for patients with 325 SCZ (0.0217), and sampling bias for patients with MDD (0.0214). To compare the sizes of 326 the standard deviation between participant factors and measurement bias, we evaluated the 327 variance of each distribution. All pairs of variances were analyzed using Ansari-Bradley tests. 328
Our findings indicated that all variances of the participant factors were significantly larger 329 than all variances of the measurement biases (nine participant factors × 12 measurement 330 biases = 108 pairs; W*: mean = -59.80, max = -116.81, min = -3.69; p value after Bonferroni 331 correction: max = 0.011, min = 0, n = 35,778). In addition, the variances of 10 of 12 332 measurement biases were significantly larger than the variance of the MDD factor, the 333 variances of seven of 12 measurement biases were significantly larger than the variance of 334 the SCZ factor, and the variances of all measurement biases were significantly larger than the 335 variance of the MDD factor ( Supplementary Table 8 ). Furthermore, we plotted fractions of 336 the data variance determined using the aforementioned factors (i.e., contribution size) in our 337 linear mixed-effects model ( Fig. 3d ; see "Analysis of contribution size" in the Methods 338 section). The results were consistent with the analysis of the standard deviation ( Fig. 3c , 339 middle). These results indicate that the effect size of measurement bias on functional 340 connectivity is smaller than that of the participant factor but is mostly larger than those of the 341 disorder factors, which suggest that measurement bias represents a serious limitation in 342 research regarding psychiatric disorders. The largest variance in sampling bias was 343 significantly larger than the variance of the MDD factor (Supplementary Table 9 ), whereas 344 the smallest variance in sampling bias was one-half the size of the variance for disorder factors. 345
These findings indicate that sampling bias also represents a major limitation in psychiatric 346
research. 347
The standard deviation of the participant factor was approximately twice that for SCZ, 348 MDD, and ASD; therefore, individual variability within the healthy population was much 349 greater than that among patients with SCZ, MDD, or ASD when all functional connections 350 were considered. Furthermore, the standard deviations of the measurement biases were mostly 351 larger than those of the disorder factors, while the standard deviations of the sampling biases Contribution size of each bias and each factor. HC: healthy controls; SCZ: schizophrenia; 369 MDD: major depressive disorder; ASD: autism spectrum disorder. 370 371
Brain regions contributing most to biases and associated factors 372
To evaluate the spatial distribution of the two types of bias and all factors in the whole brain, 373 we utilized a previously described visualization method [27] to project connectivity 374 information to anatomical regions of interest (ROIs). We first quantified the effect of a bias or 375 a factor on each functional connectivity as the median of its absolute values across sites or 376 across participants. Thus, we obtained 35,778 values, each of which was associated with one 377 connectivity and represented the effect of a bias or factor on the connectivity. We then 378 summarized these effects on connectivity for each ROI by averaging the values of all 379 connectivities connected with the ROI (see "Spatial characteristics of measurement bias, 380 sampling bias, and each factor in the brain" in the Methods section). The average value 381 represents the extent the ROI contributes to the effect of a bias or factor. By repeating this 382 procedure for each ROI and coding the averaged value based on the color of an ROI, we were 383 able to visualize the relative contribution of individual ROIs to each bias or factor in the whole 384 brain ( Fig. 4) . Consistent with the findings of previous studies, the effect of the participant 385 factor was large for several ROIs in the cerebral cortex, especially in the prefrontal cortex, but 386 small in the cerebellum and visual cortex [24] . The effect of measurement bias was large in 387 inferior brain regions where functional images are differentially distorted depending on the 388 phase-encoding direction [28, 29] . Connections involving the medial dorsal nucleus of the thalamus were also heavily affected by both MDD, SCZ and ASD. Effects of the MDD factor 390 were observed in the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex and the superior temporal gyrus in which 391
abnormalities have also been reported in previous studies [22, 30, 31] . Effects of the SCZ factor 392 were observed in the left inferior parietal lobule, bilateral anterior cingulate cortices, and left 393 middle frontal gyrus in which abnormalities have been reported in previous studies [32] [33] [34] . 394
Effects of the ASD factor were observed in the putamen, the medial prefrontal cortex, and the 395 right middle temporal gyrus in which abnormalities have also been reported in previous studies 396 [10, 11, 35] . The effect of sampling bias for HCs was large in the inferior parietal lobule and 397 the precuneus, both of which are involved in the default mode network and the middle frontal 398 gyrus. Sampling bias for disorders was large in the medial dorsal nucleus of the thalamus, left 399 dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, and cerebellum for MDD [22] ; 400 and in the prefrontal cortex, cuneus, and cerebellum for SCZ [33] . 
Characteristics of measurement bias 427
We next investigated the characteristics of measurement bias. We first examined whether 428 similarities among the estimated measurement bias vectors for the 12 included sites reflect 429 certain properties of MRI scanners such as phase-encoding direction, MRI manufacturer, coil 430 type, and scanner type. We used hierarchical clustering analysis to discover clusters of similar 431 patterns for measurement bias. This method has previously been used to distinguish subtypes 432 of MDD, based on rs-fcMRI data [22] . As a result, the measurement biases of the 12 sites were 433 divided into phase-encoding direction clusters at the first level ( Fig. 5a ). They were divided 434 into fMRI manufacturer clusters at the second level, and further divided into coil type clusters, 435 followed by scanner model clusters. Furthermore, we quantitatively verified the magnitude 436 relationship among factors by using the same model to assess the contribution of each factor 437 ( Fig. 5b ; see "Analysis of contribution size" in the Methods section). The contribution size was 438 largest for the phase-encoding direction (0.0391), followed by the contribution sized for fMRI 439 manufacturer (0.0318), coil type (0.0239), and scanner model (0.0152). These findings indicate 440 that the main factor influencing measurement bias is the difference in the phase-encoding 441 direction, followed by fMRI manufacturer, coil type, and scanner model, respectively. Sampling bias is because of sampling from among a subpopulation 470
We investigated two alternative models for the mechanisms underlying sampling bias. In the 471 "single-population model", which assumes that participants are sampled from a common 472 population (Fig. 6a ), the functional connectivity values of each participant were generated from 473 a Gaussian distribution (see "Comparison of models for sampling bias" in the Methods section). 474
In the "different-subpopulation model," which assumes that sampling bias occurs partly 475 because participants are sampled from among a different subpopulation at each site (Fig. 6b) , 476
we assumed that the average of the subpopulation differed among sites and was generated from 477 a Gaussian distribution. In addition, the functional connectivity values of each participant were 478 generated from a Gaussian distribution, based on the average of the subpopulation at each site. 479
It is necessary to determine which model is more suitable for collecting big data across multiple 480 sites: If the former model is correct, then the data can be used to represent a population by 481 increasing the number of participants, even if the number of sites is small. If the latter model 482 is correct, data should be collected from many sites, as a single site does not represent the true 483 grand population distribution, even with a very large sample size. 484
For each model, we first investigated how the number of participants at each site 485 determined the effect of sampling bias on functional connectivity. We measured the magnitude 486 of the effect, based on the variance values for sampling bias across functional connectivity (see 487
the "Quantification of site differences" section). We used variance instead of the standard 488 deviation to simplify the statistical analysis, although there is essentially no difference based 489 on which value is used. We theorized that each model represents a different relationship 490 between the number of participants and the variance of sampling bias. Therefore, we 491 investigated which model best represents the actual relationships in our data by comparing the 492 corrected Akaike information criterion (AICc) [36, 37] and Bayesian information criterion 493 (BIC). Moreover, we performed leave-one-site-out cross-validation evaluations of predictive 494 performance in which all but one site was used to construct the model and the variance of the 495 sampling bias was predicted for the remaining site. We then compared the predictive 496 performances between the two models. Our results indicated that the different-subpopulation 497 model provided a better fit for our data than the single-population model (Fig. 6c ; different-498 subpopulation model: AICc = -108.80 and BIC = -113.22; single-population model: AICc = -499 96.71 and BIC = -97.92). Furthermore, the predictive performance was significantly higher for 500 the different-subpopulation model than for the single-population model (one-tailed Wilcoxon 501 signed-rank test applied to absolute errors: Z = 1.67, p = .0469, n = 6; Figs. 6d and 6e ). This 502 result indicates that sampling bias is not only caused by random sampling from a single grand 503 population, depending on the number of participants among sites, but also by sampling from 504 among different subpopulations. Sampling biases thus represent a major limitation in 505 attempting to estimate a true single distribution of HC or patient data based on measurements 506 obtained from a finite number of sites and participants. 
Visualization of the effect of harmonization 525
We next developed a novel harmonization method that enabled us to subtract only the 526 measurement bias using the traveling-subject dataset. Using a linear mixed-effects model, we 527 estimated the measurement bias separately from sampling bias (see the "Bias estimation" in 528 the Methods section). Thus, we could remove the measurement bias from the SRPBS multi-529 disorder dataset (i.e., traveling-subject method, see "Traveling-subject harmonization" in the 530
Methods section). To visualize the effects of the harmonization process, we plotted the data 531 after subtracting only the measurement bias from the SRPBS multi-disorder dataset as 532 described in the "Visualization of site differences and disorder effects" section ( Fig. 7) . 533
Relative to the data reported in Fig. 2 , which reflects the data before harmonization, the HUH 534 site moved much closer to the origin (i.e., grand average) and showed no marked separation 535 from the other sites. This result indicates that the separation of the HUH site observed in Fig.  536 2 was caused by measurement bias, which was removed following harmonization. Furthermore, 537 harmonization was effective in distinguishing patients and HCs scanned at the same site. Since 538 patients with ASD were only scanned at the Showa University (SWA) site, the averages for 539 patients with ASD (▲) and HCs (blue •) scanned at this site were projected to nearly identical 540 positions (Fig. 2) . However, the two symbols are clearly separated from one another in Fig. 7 . 541
The effect of a psychiatric disorder (ASD) could not be observed in the first two PCs without 542 harmonization but became detectable following the removal of measurement bias. 543 
Quantification of the effect of traveling-subject harmonization 561
To correct difference among sites there are three commonly used harmonization methods: (1) 562 a ComBat method [16, 17, 19, 38] , a batch-effect correction tool commonly used in genomics, 563 site difference was modeled and removed; (2) a generalized linear model (GLM) method, site 564 difference was estimated without adjusting for biological covariates (e.g., diagnosis) [16, 18, 565 22] ; and (3) an adjusted GLM method, site difference was estimated while adjusting for 566 biological covariates [16, 18] (see the "Harmonization procedures" in the Methods section). 567
However, all these methods estimate the site difference without separating site difference into 568 the measurement bias and the sampling bias and subtract the site difference from data. 569 Therefore, existing harmonization methods might have pitfall to eliminate not only biologically 570 meaningless measurement bias but also eliminate biologically meaningful sampling bias. Here, 571
we tested whether the traveling-subject harmonization method indeed removes only the 572 measurement bias and whether the existing harmonization methods simultaneously remove the 573 measurement and sampling biases. Specifically, we performed 2-fold cross-validation 574 evaluations in which the SRPBS multi-disorder dataset was partitioned into two equal-size 575 subsamples (fold1 data and fold2 data) with the same proportions of sites. Between these two 576 subsamples, the measurement bias is common, but the sampling bias is different (because the 577 scanners are common, and participants are different). We estimated the measurement bias (or 578 site difference including the measurement bias and the sampling bias for the existing methods) 579 by applying the harmonization methods to the fold1 data and subtracted the measurement bias 580 or site difference from the fold2 data. We then estimated the measurement bias in the fold2 581 data. For the existing harmonization methods, if the site difference estimated by using fold1 582 contains only the measurement bias, the measurement bias estimated in fold2 data after 583 subtracting the site difference should be smaller than that of without subtracting the site 584 difference (Raw). To separately estimate measurement bias and sampling bias in both 585 subsamples while avoiding information leak, we also divided the traveling-subject dataset into two equal-size subsamples with the same proportions of sites and subjects. We concatenated 587 one subsample of traveling-subject dataset to fold1 data to estimate the measurement bias for 588 traveling-subject method (estimating dataset) and concatenated the other subsample of 589 traveling-subject dataset to fold2 data for testing (testing dataset). That is, in the traveling-590 subject harmonization method, we estimated the measurement bias using the estimating dataset 591 and removed the measurement bias from the testing dataset. By contrast, in the other 592 harmonization methods, we estimated the site difference using the fold1 data (not including the 593 subsample of traveling-subject dataset) and removed the site difference from the testing dataset. 594
We then estimated the measurement bias using the testing dataset and evaluated the standard 595 deviation of the magnitude distribution of measurement bias calculated in the same way as 596 described in "Quantification of site differences" section. To verify whether important 597 information such as participant factors and disorder factors are kept in the testing dataset, we 598 also estimated the disorder factors and participant factors and calculated the ratio of the 599 standard deviation of measurement bias to the standard deviation of participant factor and 600 disorder factor as signal to noise ratios. This procedure was done again by exchanging the 601 estimating dataset and the testing dataset (see the "2-fold cross-validation evaluation procedure" 602 in the Methods section). 603 Fig. 8 shows that the standard deviation of measurement bias and the ratio of the 604 standard deviation of measurement bias to the standard deviation of participant factor and 605 disorder factor in the both fold data for the four harmonization methods and without 606 harmonization (Raw). Our result shows that the reduction of the standard deviation of 607 measurement bias from the Raw was highest in the traveling-subject method among all 608 methods (29% reduction compared to 3% in the second highest value for ComBat method). 609
Moreover, improvement in the signal to noise ratios were also highest in our method for 610 participant factor (41% improvement compared to 3% in the second highest value for ComBat 611 method) and for disorder factor (39% improvement compared to 3% in the second highest value for ComBat method). These results indicate that the traveling-subject harmonization method 613 indeed removed the measurement bias and improved the signal to noise ratios. Standard deviation
Ratio of standard deviation Ratio of standard deviation
Discussion 634
In the present study, by acquiring a separate traveling-subject dataset and the SRPBS multi-635 disorder dataset, we separately estimated measurement and sampling biases for multiple sites, 636 which we then compared with the magnitude of disorder factors. Furthermore, we investigated 637 the origin of each bias in multi-site datasets. Finally, to overcome the problem of site difference, 638
we developed a novel harmonization method that enabled us to subtract the measurement bias 639 by using a traveling-subject dataset and achieved the reduction of the measurement bias by 640 29% and the improvement of the signal to noise ratios by 40%. 641
We assessed the effect sizes of measurement and sampling biases in comparison with 642 the effects of psychiatric disorders on resting-state functional connectivity. Our findings 643 indicated that measurement bias exerted significantly greater effects than disorder factors, 644
whereas sampling bias was comparable to (or even larger than) the disorder effects (Fig. 3) . 645
However, we did not control for variations in disease stage and treatment in our dataset. 646
Although controlling for such heterogeneity may increase the effect size of disorder factors, 647 such control is not feasible when collecting big data from multiple sites. Therefore, it is 648 important to appropriately remove measurement bias from heterogeneous patient data to 649 identify relatively small disorder effects. This issue is essential for investigating the 650 relationships among different psychiatric disorders because disease factors are often 651 confounded by site differences. As previously mentioned, it is common for a single site to 652 sample only a few types of psychiatric disorders (e.g., SCZ from site A and ASD from site B). 653
In this situation, it is critical to dissociate disease factors from site differences. This dissociation 654 can be accomplished by subtracting only the measurement bias which is estimated from 655 traveling subject dataset. 656
Our results indicated that measurement bias is primarily influenced by differences in 657 the phase-encoding direction, followed by differences in fMRI manufacturer, coil type, and 658 scanner model (Fig. 5) . These results are consistent with our finding of large measurement biases in the inferior brain regions (Fig. 4) , the functional imaging of which is known to be 660 influenced by the phase-encoding direction [28, 29] . Previous studies have reported that the 661 effect because of the difference in the phase-encoding direction can be corrected using the field 662 map obtained at the time of imaging [28, [39] [40] [41] . The field map was acquired in parts of the 663 traveling-subject dataset; therefore, we investigated the effectiveness of field map correction 664 by comparing the effect size of the measurement bias and the participant factor between 665 functional images with and without field map correction. Our prediction was as follows: if field 666 map correction is effective, the effect of measurement bias will decrease, while that of the 667 participant factor will increase following field map correction. Field map correction using 668 SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12) reduced the effect of measurement 669 bias in the inferior brain regions (whole brain: 3% reduction in the standard deviation of 670 measurement bias) and increased the effect of the participant factor in the whole brain (3% 671 increase in the standard deviation of the participant factor; Supplementary Figures 2a and 2b) . 672
However, the effect of measurement bias remained large in inferior brain regions 673 ( Supplementary Figure 2a) , and hierarchical clustering analysis revealed that the clusters of the 674 phase-encoding direction remained dominant ( Supplementary Figure 2c) . These results 675 indicate that, even with field map correction, it is largely impossible to remove the influence 676 of differences in phase-encoding direction on functional connectivity. Thus, harmonization 677 methods are still necessary to remove the effect of these differences and other measurement-678 related factors. However, some distortion correction methods have been developed (e.g., top-679 up method and symmetric normalization) [42, 43] , and further studies are required to verify the 680 efficacy of these methods. 681
Our data supported the different-subpopulation model rather than the single-682 population model (Fig. 6) , which indicates that sampling bias is caused by sampling from 683 among different subpopulations. Furthermore, these findings suggest that, during big data 684 collection, it is better to sample participants from several imaging sites than to sample many 685 participants from a few imaging sites. These results were obtained only by combining the 686 SRPBS multi-disorder database with a traveling-subject dataset 687
(http://www.cns.atr.jp/decnefpro/). To the best of our knowledge, the present study is the first 688 to demonstrate the presence of sampling bias in rs-fcMRI data, the mechanisms underlying this 689 sampling bias, and the effect size of sampling bias on resting-state functional connectivity, 690
which was comparable to that of psychiatric disorders. We analyzed sampling bias among HCs 691 only, because the number of sites was too small to conduct an analysis of patients with 692 psychiatric diseases. 693
We developed a novel harmonization method using a traveling-subject dataset (i.e., 694 traveling-subject method), which was then compared with existing harmonization methods. 695
Our results demonstrated that the traveling-subject method outperformed other conventional 696 GLM-based harmonization methods and ComBat method. The traveling-subject method 697 achieved reduction of the measurement bias by 29% compared to 3% in the second highest 698 value for ComBat method and improvement of the signal to noise ratios by 40% compared to 699 3% in the second highest value for ComBat method. This result indicates that the traveling-700 subject dataset helps to properly estimate the measurement bias and also helps to harmonize 701 the rs-fMRI data across imaging sites. To further quantitatively evaluate the harmonization 702 method, we constructed biomarkers for psychiatric disorders based on rs-fcMRI data, which 703 distinguishes between HCs and patients, and a regression model to predict participants' age 704 based on rs-fcMRI data using SRPBS multi-disorder dataset (see "Classifiers for MDD and 705 SCZ, based on the four harmonization methods" and "Regression models of participant age 706 based on the four harmonization methods" in Supplementary Information). We evaluated the 707 generalization performance to independent validation dataset, which was not included in 708 SRPBS multi-disorder dataset. The traveling-subject harmonization method improved the 709 generalization performance of all these prediction models as compared with the case where 710 harmonization was not performed. These results indicate that the traveling-subject dataset also 711 helps the constructing a prediction model based on multi-site rs-fMRI data. 712
The present study possesses some limitations of note. The accuracy of measurement 713 bias estimation may be improved by further expanding the traveling-subject dataset. This can 714 be achieved by increasing the number of traveling participants or sessions per site. However, 715
as mentioned in a previous traveling-subject study [20] , it is costly and time-consuming to 716 ensure that numerous participants travel to every site involved in big database projects. Thus, 717 the cost-performance tradeoff must be evaluated in practical settings. The numbers of traveling 718 participants and MRI sites used in this study (nine and 12, respectively) were larger than those 719 used in a previous study (eight and eight, respectively) [20] , and the number of total sessions 720 in this study (411) was more than three times larger than that used in the previous study (128) 721 [20]. Furthermore, although we estimated the measurement bias for each connectivity, 722 hierarchical models of the brain (e.g., ComBat) may be more appropriate for improving the 723 estimates of measurement bias. 724
In summary, by acquiring a separate traveling-subject dataset and the SRPBS multi-725 disorder database, we revealed that site differences were composed of biological sampling bias 726 and engineering measurement bias. The effect sizes of these biases on functional connectivity 727 were greater than or equal to the effect sizes of psychiatric disorders, highlighting the 728 importance of controlling for site differences when investigating psychiatric disorders. 729
Furthermore, using the traveling-subject dataset, we developed a novel traveling-subject 730 method that harmonizes the measurement bias only by separating sampling bias from site 731 differences. Our findings verified that the traveling-subject method outperformed conventional 732 GLM-based harmonization methods and ComBat method. These results suggest that a 733 traveling-subject dataset can help to harmonize the rs-fMRI data across imaging sites. We used two resting-state functional MRI datasets for all analyses: (1) the SRPBS multi-disorder dataset, which encompasses 740 multiple psychiatric disorders; (2) a traveling-subject dataset. The SRPBS multi-disorder dataset contains data for 805 741 participants (482 HCs from nine sites, 161 patients with MDD from five sites, 49 patients with ASD from one site, 65 patients for T1 equilibration. Preprocessing steps included slice-timing correction, realignment, co-registration, segmentation of T1-776 weighted structural images, normalization to Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space, and spatial smoothing with an 777 isotropic Gaussian kernel of 6 mm full-width at half-maximum. For the analysis of connectivity matrices, ROIs were delineated 778 according to a 268-node gray matter atlas developed to cluster maximally similar voxels [26] . The BOLD signal time courses 779 were extracted from these 268 ROIs. To remove several sources of spurious variance, we used linear regression with 36 780 regression parameters [44] such as six motion parameters, average signals over the whole brain, white matter, and cerebrospinal 781 fluid. Derivatives and quadratic terms were also included for all parameters. A temporal band-pass filter was applied to the 782 time series using a first-order Butterworth filter with a pass band between 0.01 Hz and 0.08 Hz to restrict the analysis to low-783 frequency fluctuations, which are characteristic of rs-fMRI BOLD activity [44] . Furthermore, to reduce spurious changes in 784 functional connectivity because of head motion, we calculated frame-wise displacement (FD) and removed volumes with FD 785 > 0.5 mm, as proposed in a previous study [45] . The FD represents head motion between two consecutive volumes as a scalar 786 quantity (i.e., the summation of absolute displacements in translation and rotation). Using the aforementioned threshold, 5.4% 787 ± 10.6% volumes (i.e., the average [approximately 13 volumes] ± 1 SD) were removed per 10 min of rs-fMRI scanning (240 788 volumes) in the traveling-subject dataset, 6.2% ± 13.2% volumes were removed per rs-fMRI session in the SRPBS multi-789 disorder dataset. If the number of volumes removed after scrubbing exceeded the average of -3 SD across participants in each 790 dataset, the participants or sessions were excluded from the analysis. As a result, 14 sessions were removed from the traveling-791 subject dataset, 20 participants were removed from the SRPBS multi-disorder dataset. Furthermore, we excluded participants 792 for whom we could not calculate functional connectivity at all 35,778 connections, primarily because of the lack of BOLD 793 signals within an ROI. As a result, 99 participants were further removed from the SRPBS multi-disorder dataset.
795
Principal component analysis
796
We developed bivariate scatter plots of the first two principal components based on a PCA of functional connectivity values 797 in the SRPBS multi-disorder dataset (Fig. 2) . To visualize whether most of the variation in the SRPBS multi-disorder dataset 798 was still associated with imaging site after harmonization, we performed a PCA of functional connectivity values in the 799 harmonized SRPBS multi-disorder dataset (Fig. 7) . We used the traveling-subject method for harmonization, as described in 800 the following section.
802
Estimation of biases and factors
803
The participant factor ( ), measurement bias ( ), sampling biases ( , , Figure 3a, left) . These spurious correlations were also observed in the permutation data 824 in which there were no associations between the site label and data ( Supplementary Figure 3a, right) . This finding suggests 825 that the spurious correlations were caused by the rank-deficient property of the design matrix. We tuned the hyper-parameter 826 lambda to minimize the absolute mean of these spurious correlations ( Supplementary Figure 3c , left).
828
Analysis of contribution size
829
To quantitatively verify the magnitude relationship among factors, we calculated and compared the contribution size to 830 determine the extent to which each bias type and factor explain the variance of the data in our linear mixed-effects model (Fig.   831   3d) . After fitting the model, the b-th connectivity from subject a can be written, as follows: 
841
represents the number of subjects, and represents the magnitude of the contribution size of 842 measurement bias. These formulas were used to assess the contribution sizes of individual factors related to measurement bias 843 (e.g., phase-encoding direction, scanner, coil, and fMRI manufacturer: Fig. 5b ). We decomposed the measurement bias into 844 these factors, after which the relevant parameters were estimated. Other parameters were fixed at the same values as previously 845 estimated.
847
Spatial characteristics of measurement bias, sampling bias, and each factor in the brain
848
To evaluate the spatial characteristics of each type of bias and each factor in the brain, we calculated the magnitude of the 849 effect on each ROI. First, we calculated the median absolute value of the effect on each functional connection among sites or 850 participants for each bias and participant factor. We then calculated the absolute value of each connection for each disorder factor. The uppercase bold letters (e.g., ) and subscript vectors (e.g., ) represent the vectors for the number of functional based on the correlation coefficients across measurement biases. To visualize the dendrogram (Fig. 5 ), we used the 868 "dendrogram", "linkage", and "optimalleaforder" functions in MATLAB (R2015a, Mathworks, USA).
870 871
Comparison of models for sampling bias
872
We investigated whether sampling bias is caused by the differences in the number of participants among imaging sites, or by 873 sampling from different populations among imaging sites. We constructed two models and investigated which model provides 874 the best explanation of sampling bias. In the single-population model, we assumed that participants were sampled from a single 875 population across imaging sites. In the different-population model, we assumed that participants were sampled from different 876 populations among imaging sites. We first theorized how the number of participants at each site affects the variance of 877 sampling biases across connectivity values, as follows:
878
In the single-population model, we assumed that the functional connectivity values of each participant were 879 generated from an independent Gaussian distribution, with a mean of 0 and a variance of for each connectivity value.
880
Then, the functional connectivity vector for participant j at site k can be described as 895 896
In the different-population model, we assumed that the functional connectivity values of each participant were 897 generated from a different independent Gaussian distribution, with an average of and a variance of depending on the 898 population of each site. In this situation, the functional connectivity vector for participant j at site k can be described as 899 ~( , ).
900
Here, we assume that the average of the population is sampled from an independent Gaussian distribution with an average 901 of 0 and a variance of . That is, is expressed as 902 903 ~( , ).
905
The vector of functional connectivity for site k averaged across participants can then be described as 906 ~ , + .
907
The variance across functional connectivity values for can be described as represents the number of participants at site k. We estimated the parameters and using the MATLAB (R2015a,
920
Mathworks, USA) optimization function "fminunc". To simplify statistical analyses, sampling bias was estimated based on 921 functional connectivity in which the average across all participants was set to zero.
